IMPORTANT:

LaGuardia Airport Parking Lot and Passenger Pick-Up Location Changes

On behalf of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ), please note that the taxi and FHV holding lots and passenger pick-up areas are changing due to ongoing construction at LaGuardia Airport. Please proceed to the designated areas listed below:

Medallion/ Yellow Taxis:

- **Drivers** must first go to Parking Lot 7 in order to be dispatched to the taxi stand Area at Terminal B.
  - There is no change to the Terminal C/D hold lot.

- **Arriving passengers** will continue to queue at the taxi stand on the west side of Terminal B.
  - There is no change to the Terminal C/D taxi stand queue areas.

For-Hire Vehicle (FHWs)

**Drivers**

- Starting April 1, FHV drivers must go to Parking Lot 10 (for Terminal B pickups) or Parking Lot 5 (for Terminal C/D pickups) to wait for a dispatch from their base. They no longer are permitted to wait at the Marina Bay Lot (near Citi Field).

- Starting April 5, FHV drivers serving Terminal B passengers will proceed from Parking Lot 10 to meet passengers at the designated pick-up location on Runway Drive, west of Terminal B. They will no longer meet arriving passengers in front of Terminal B. After picking up their passenger, drivers can access the Grand Central Parkway more quickly from this new location, and reduce travel time.
  - There is no change to the passenger pick-up location at Terminal C/D.

**Arriving Passengers**

- Starting April 5, arriving passengers who pre-arrange FHV rides can take the Green Airport Shuttle Bus or proceed via walkway to the passenger pick-up area on Runway Drive. Estimated shuttle bus drive time will be 4-5 minutes, with estimated walk time around 10 minutes.

See Airport Map on Next Page
TLC/FHV VEHICLE OPERATIONS AT LGA TERMINAL B

FHV OPERATION
1. Empty FHV enters hold at P10 Long Term Parking to wait for dispatch
2. When FHV receives dispatch, they travel to Pick-Up Area
3. FHV waits (5 minute limit) at Pick-Up Area in numbered parking space
4. FHV communicates which parking space to meet at
5. FHV exits airport via WB GCP

YELLOW TAXI OPERATION
A. Empty yellow taxi enters hold at P7
B. Empty yellow taxi dispatched to taxi queue
C. Yellow taxi picks up passenger
D. Yellow taxi exits via 94th Street or WB GCP

No Empty TLC/FHVs Permitted on Terminal B Arrivals and Departures: Fine + Points